Sage ERP MAS 90 Online
ERP that works the way you do.
Sage ERP MAS 90 Online is a business management solution for North American
companies like yours to operate efficiently and fuel your growth. Enable your team to be
more productive by using a powerful suite of modules ranging from financial and accounting,
business intelligence, reporting, and operations, to distribution and light assembly. Meet all
your unique business needs and have security-by-role—down to the task level. Using the
built-in dashboard and additional business intelligence tools, you and your team will be able
to use meaningful information to monitor their area of responsibility, and make decisions to
optimize your business. Sage ERP MAS 90 Online gives you all the power of an on-premise
secure solution, with the added flexibility, convenience, and affordability of a hosted
application designed specifically for regional compliance standards within North America.

Flexible Online Deployment with Power and Security
Sage ERP MAS 90 Online—similar to software-as-a-service (SaaS) solutions—is a suite of
business management software applications hosted by Sage, accessed over the Internet,
and made available on a monthly pay-as-you-go subscription basis. Sage ERP MAS 90
Online is ideal for an organization with a workforce distributed across multiple locations
but still wants to centralize key functions like accounting and operations on a standardized
back-office solution. Companies with remote workers, telecommuters, or mobile salespeople

Available modules
Low monthly price per user!

who are often on the road would also benefit from the portability of this on-demand solution.

Accounting and Finance

Sage ERP MAS 90 Online is well suited for businesses who want to get their system up and

•
•
•
•
•
•

running quickly and who prefer to make affordable monthly payments rather than making
an up-front capital investment. Sage ERP MAS 90 Online also reduces the need for an
internal IT infrastructure and provides a secure, cost-effective alternative for companies
currently running critical business applications on peer-to-peer desktops. And if business

Accounts Payable
Accounts Receivable
Bank Reconciliation
Electronic Reporting
General Ledger
Paperless Office

circumstances change, Sage ERP MAS 90 Online customers can easily and cost-effectively
transition to the on-premise version of Sage ERP MAS 90, 200 or 200 SQL. You are in

Business Intelligence

control of your data and your system.

• Business Insights Dashboard
• Business Insights Explorer

Optimize Your Financials, Operations and Inventory
Sage ERP MAS 90 Online connects key functional departments for better results. Your
finance, sales, and operations are able to streamline the order process to ensure your
orders are delivered on time, and revenue recognition conditions are met. Your purchase
of goods and services can be made efficiently, cost-effectively, and securely. And because
your accounting, sales, marketing, and customer service staff all have centralized access
to accurate and up-to-date information, collaboration with stakeholders is automated
and simplified—maximizing your bottom-line results.

Comprehensive ERP at an Affordable Price
Avoid the up-front capital expense associated with purchasing and managing a technology
infrastructure. With Sage ERP MAS 90 Online, software updates will be applied seamlessly
without any additional cost or disruption to you. And, you’ll upgrade at your convenience—
unlike a SaaS alternative where upgrades are forced upon a customer by the software publisher.
Sage ERP MAS 90 Online provides reliability with guaranteed up-times, and includes a
secure back-up service for no additional cost. Get started right away with a single-year
agreement, or choose a multi-year for additional savings.

Distribution and Light Assembly
•
•
•
•
•

Bill of Materials
Inventory Management
Purchase Order
Return Merchandise Authorization
Sales Order

Sage ERP MAS 90 Online
Harness the Power of Web Deployment
Sage ERP MAS 90 Online provides comprehensive business management
combined with the mobility of web technology to support better interoperability
and collaboration. And since Sage ERP MAS 90 Online is backed by Sage, you
get the peace of mind that your ERP solution performance provides an up-time
guarantee of 98 percent, and includes disaster recovery in the low monthly cost.
The result—secure, mobile ERP software that truly works the way you want it
to—seamlessly, efficiently, intelligently, and cost-effectively, so you can efficiently
operate and grow with maximum flexibility.

Flexibility to Extend Your Solution
The flexibility of the on-demand deployment model allows you to grow your
company without growing your IT support burden. Easily add more users without
worrying about capacity, installation, configuration, and support of additional
hardware and software.

Easily Transition to On-Premise
If your business circumstances change, Sage ERP MAS 90 Online customers can
easily and cost-effectively transition to the on-premise version of Sage ERP MAS 90,
200 or 200 SQL. You are in control of your data and your system.

Extensive Support and Training
Managed by a team of certified experts in the field of application hosting—
Sage ERP MAS 90 Online is backed by experience. Rest assured, Sage will
provide regular maintenance and updates for you, and a fully automated
backup with a disaster recovery plan to protect your investment. You receive
maintenance, support, access to Sage University online training courses, and
discounts on live training as part of your Sage MAS 90 Online Business Care
plan. Our network of experienced North American business partners can provide
you with on-site consulting, training, and implementation assistance to help you
get the most out of your solution.

Top-in-Class Data Security and Up-Time Guarantee
With Sage ERP MAS 90 Online, your mission-critical system and corporate data
is hosted and managed in an extremely secure, purpose-built data center with
high levels of redundancy, backup, and monitoring. This SAS 70 certified facility
has fireproof cement walls, 24/7 connectivity, and human security which provides
a degree of protection and security that typical small and midsized organizations
could not cost-effectively replicate.
Sage ERP MAS 90 Online offers our customers an up-time guarantee of
98 percent with service level agreements that specify our commitment to high
levels of performance, consistency, and availability. Your monthly fees include
all that protection, reliability, and disaster recovery.
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